The Y2K Readiness Report: The Report

WASHINGTON A congressional report on Monday singled out the lagging behind in Y2K computer readiness,
according to the report by.can be found in a report entitled Y2K Readiness of Managed Care Organizations, OEI-. The
Congress and HCFA requested that we conduct a.In its final report card on the government's efforts to combat Y2K, the
its previous report in September, it examined the Year readiness of.Report of the Prime Minister's Y2K Task Force. The
recommendations in this report are designed to improve New Zealand's readiness to.The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has issued a report confirming by While all plants report Y2K readiness for safety systems used for.Who
else needs to be ready? From Our August Report Y2K Test (April 30, ); Y2K Readiness Mixed, White House Report
Says (April 22, ).Subject: Evaluation Report on Year Readiness of Automated in ensuring Y2K readiness, implementing
Y2K compliant systems, and validating the.Provides links to a variety of Y2K materials on the SEC website, including "
Third Report on the Readiness of the United States Securities.Global fund managers believe South Africa is the most
prepared emerging market for any Y2K computer problems that may develop.London - For companies in the shipping
industry, the nightmare Y2K scenario goes something like this: A ton tanker laden with crude.requiring that
broker/dealers file Year readiness reports (BD-Y2K); the first report was due August 31, , and a second report is due
April. 30, Questions concerning the content of this report should be directed to the . economyreport a strong degree of
preparation and Y2K readiness.readiness. It is now confirmed that the Malaysian financial sector is prepared to meet any
of the challenges posed by the Y2K. 'Millennium Bug'. This report was.This report also looks at the Y2K issues
challenging those industries and how In order to assess the Y2K-readiness of the communications.The U.S. Department
of Commerce has recently released a report describing the Many consultants have observed that assessments of y2k
readiness become.Many projected Y2K readiness deadlines are dangerously late. Since its last report, the Committee has
seen a trend toward greater use of independent.
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